Chang SWC, Snyder LH. The representations of reach endpoints in posterior parietal cortex depend on which hand does the reaching. Neurons in the parietal reach region (PRR) have been implicated in the sensory-to-motor transformation required for reaching toward visually defined targets. The neurons in each cortical hemisphere might be specifically involved in planning movements of just one limb, or the PRR might code reach endpoints generically, independent of which limb will actually move. Previous work has shown that the preferred directions of PRR neurons are similar for right and left limb movements but that the amplitude of modulation may vary greatly. We now test the hypothesis that frames of reference and eye and hand gain field modulations will, like preferred directions, be independent of which hand moves. This was not the case. Many neurons show clear differences in both the frame of reference as well as in direction and strength of gain field modulations, depending on which hand is used to reach. The results suggest that the information that is conveyed from the PRR to areas closer to the motor output (the readout from the PRR) is different for each limb and that individual PRR neurons contribute either to controlling the contralateral-limb or else bimanual-limb control.
ACTION PLANNING REQUIRES THE selection of a particular motor effector. This selection ultimately determines which muscles will be activated and therefore, determines the relevant frame of reference for the movement. For instance, the direction of a reach to a target along the body midline may differ by 180°d epending on the hand that is selected to perform the action. It is not surprising then that effector selection has pronounced effects on spatially tuned responses in premotor and posterior parietal neurons (Caminiti et al. 1991; Chang et al. 2008; Cisek et al. 2003; Crawford et al. 2004; Hoshi and Tanji 2000; Kalaska et al. 1997; Kermadi et al. 2000; . Some neurons are active only for planned contralateral hand movements, others only for planned ipsilateral movements, and still others for movements of either hand (Chang et al. 2008; Cisek et al. 2003; Hoshi and Tanji 2006; Kermadi et al. 2000; .
The reference frame in which neurons encode spatial information is fundamental to understanding spatial processing, sensorimotor transformations across multiple modalities, and eye-hand coordination Burnod et al. 1992; Colby 1998; Crawford et al. 2004; Flanders et al. 1992; Kalaska et al. 1997; McIntyre et al. 1997) . Neurons in the striate cortex and extrastriate visual areas encode visual stimuli with respect to the point of visual regard, that is, in a retinocentric or gaze-centered frame of reference (Connor et al. 1996; Felleman and Van Essen 1987; Maunsell and Van Essen 1983) . In contrast, neurons in the primary motor cortex (M1) and spinal cord often use muscle-or joint-centered reference frames (Caminiti et al. 1991; Crawford et al. 2004; Kakei et al. 1999; Kalaska et al. 1997; Kalaska 1995, 1997) . Experimental studies suggest that neurons in the intervening areas (neither purely sensory nor purely motor) encode spatial information using diverse reference frames that are often idiosyncratic to each neuron (Batista et al. 2007; Chang and Snyder 2010; Fetsch et al. 2007; Jay and Sparks 1987; McGuire and Sabes 2011; Mullette-Gillman et al. 2005; Pesaran et al. 2006; Stricanne et al. 1996) . For example, neurons in the parietal reach region (PRR) and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) use a range of gaze-centered, hand-centered, and intermediate representations to specify the targets for upcoming visually guided reaches (Batista et al. 2007; Chang and Snyder 2010; Marzocchi et al. 2008; Pesaran et al. 2006) . Computational studies have demonstrated that using a range of reference frames may introduce helpful complexity, allowing a brain area to serve multiple objectives (Avillac et al. 2005; Blohm et al. 2009; McGuire and Sabes 2009; Pouget and Snyder 2000; Xing and Andersen 2000) . Thus cortical neurons show both a range of reference frames as well as a range of effector specificities. It is not known, however, whether these properties sort independently or are in some way linked.
The PRR (Galletti et al. 1997; Snyder et al. 1997 ) is located in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), a cortex that links sensation with action (Colby 1998; Goodale and Milner 1992) . The PRR straddles the boundary between the medial intraparietal area (MIP) and V6A (Calton et al. 2002; Chang et al. 2008; Snyder et al. 1997) . PRR neurons discharge while planning an upcoming reach to a visual and auditory target and have been implicated in sensorimotor transformations for reaching (Batista et al. 1999; Battaglia-Mayer et al. 2001; Chang et al. 2009; Cohen and Andersen 2000; Fattori et al. 2001; Galletti et al. 1997; Snyder et al. 1997) . However, whether the PRR mediates limb-specific or limb-nonspecific transformations remains unknown.
Our previous study showed that the preferred directions of PRR neurons are similar for reaches with the contralateral and ipsilateral hand, whereas the magnitude of modulation can differ drastically (Chang et al. 2008) . It remains unknown what happens to the frame of reference when animals reach with one or the other hand. To determine this, it is necessary to record responses to reaches with either hand using different starting eye and hand positions (Mullette-Gillman et al. 2009 ). Arguably, a single frame would be particularly useful if the PRR controls movements of either limb. In fact, this was one virtue of the gaze-based frame of reference that was originally associated with the PRR (Batista et al. 1999; Cohen and Andersen 2000) . If the PRR instead affects movements of only one limb, then having matching reference frames across the two limbs is of little consequence.
Here, we test the hypothesis that reference frames of individual neurons will be similar regardless of which hand is used to reach. Based on our results, we reject this hypothesis. We also found that gain field modulations depend on which limb is being used. Thus when one compares coding in the PRR for movements of the contralateral vs. ipsilateral limb, there are not only differences in overall responsiveness (Chang et al. 2008 ) but also in the frame of reference and in gain field modulations.
METHODS
Behavior. All procedures conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Washington University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) participated in the study. Eye position was monitored by the scleral search coil technique (CNC Engineering, Seattle, WA). Hand position was monitored by a 13.2 ϫ 13.2-cm custom-built touch panel that uses finely spaced (3 mm) horizontal and vertical infrared beams, 1-3 mm above a smooth touch surface (2 ms temporal resolution). Touching the surface resulted in breaking one or more beams, typically with the index finger or the index and middle fingers together. The animals sat in a customdesigned monkey chair (Crist Instrument, Hagerstown, MD) with a fully open front to allow unimpaired reaching movements. Visual stimuli were back projected by a cathode ray tube projector onto the touch surface, which was mounted vertically, 25 cm in front of the animal. The recording room was sound attenuating and light proof, such that a dark-adapted human could detect no light when the projector was turned on but projecting no targets.
In the preferred direction mapping task, animals made center-out reaching arm movements while maintaining central fixation. Animals first fixated and pointed at a blue center target (2.4°ϫ 2.4°within a 4°radius). A peripheral target (2.4°ϫ 2.4°) appeared at one of 16 locations at 12-14°eccentricity. Following a variable delay period (800 -1,200 ms), the center target shrank to a single pixel (0.3°ϫ 0.3°) to signal the animal to make reaching movement to the target without breaking the eye fixation. This task was used to determine the preferred direction; that is, the direction associated with the maximum neuronal response of the cell was recorded (see Recording procedures below).
In the main task (Fig. 1, A and B) , one "eye" target and one initial "hand" target were illuminated simultaneously (both 0.9°ϫ 0.9°). These two targets could appear in one of five initial configurations: Aligned, Eyes Right, Eyes Left, Hand Right, and Hand Left (Fig. 1A) .
In each configuration, either the eye target or the initial hand position was at the center of the screen, directly in front of the animal. The other target (hand or eye) was at one of three possible positions (P1-P3): at the center of the screen or 7.5°to either side of the center, along an imaginary line that was perpendicular to the cell's preferred direction. For one animal, the eye target was red, and the initial hand target was green, and for the other animal, this was reversed. On Aligned trials (both targets at center), a blue target was used.
After the animal touched and fixated the initial hand and eye targets (450 ms), the peripheral target for a final reach (2.4°ϫ 2.4°) appeared at one of eight possible target locations. Animals maintained the initial eye and hand position (within 4°and 5°of the center, respectively) for a variable delay period (900 -1,300 ms; 50 ms steps) after the peripheral target onset. The initial eye and hand targets then shrank to a single pixel, cueing the animal to touch the peripheral target (within 5-6°) without moving the eyes from the eye target. Final reach targets T1-T5 were spaced 7.5°apart along a line perpendicular to the preferred direction and 12-14°away from the center target ( Fig. 1A) .
Target T6 was directly opposite to the preferred direction. In 109 cells (87%), we also included targets T7 and T8, orthogonal to the preferred direction. Targets T6-T8 were presented only in the Aligned configuration, at 12-14°eccentricity to measure the null direction responses and to maintain a full range of potential reach directions. For most neurons, eight or nine repetitions of all 26 or 28 conditions [five targets (T1-T5) for each of the four noncentral initial configurations, plus six or eight targets (T1-T6 or T1-T8) for the Aligned condition] were randomly interleaved for each limb.
The animals reached with the use of either the left or right forelimb in three alternating blocks (ABA design: contralateral block, ipsilateral block, contralateral control block), in which the unused hand was held off to one side of the target array throughout the entire block. A plastic panel was positioned so as to prevent the animals from reaching with the unused hand. Animals were visually monitored to ensure that they did not move the unused hand behind the panel in any systematic way.
When an error occurred (a failure to achieve or maintain fixation or touch at the initial targets throughout the delay period, an inaccurate movement to the target, or failure to maintain fixation during the reach), the trial was aborted, a multicolored square appeared briefly on the screen as an error signal, and a short (0.5-to 1.5-s) time-out ensued. Aborted trials were excluded from further analyses. Successful trials were rewarded with a drop of water or juice.
Recording procedures. We recorded neurons from two male monkeys. Extracellular recordings were made using glass-coated tungsten electrodes (Alpha Omega, Alpharetta, GA). Cells were recorded from the right hemisphere from monkey G and left hemisphere from monkey S.
Once a cell was isolated, we identified its approximate preferred direction using the preferred direction mapping task. For this, we used the reach direction that evoked the largest response in the 200-ms epoch following target onset, determined online. We then ran the main task, adjusting the target array for each neuron to obtain a tuning curve that fully spanned the response field. The variable starting hand and fixation positions (see above) allowed us to distinguish gaze-centered, hand-centered, and head-, body-, or world-centered responses. (Head-, body-and world-centered responses cannot be distinguished from one another in our paradigms.) We used the alternating limb blocks to ensure that isolation did not change over the course of the recording (see above). Cells that showed inconsistent modulations to the preferred direction target compared with the null direction target in the Aligned condition within the two contralateral-limb blocks were excluded (P Յ 0.05, two-tailed t-test). For the most critical analyses (noted in the text), we confirmed the results by applying a much more conservative criterion (P Յ 0.40) to rule out even subtle changes in isolation.
Data analysis. We considered responses in three main epochs: a 200-ms "visual" interval (50 -250 ms from target onset time); a 700-ms delay period (850 ms before the time of the "Go" signal to 150 ms before the time of the Go signal); and a 250-ms peri-movement period (200 ms before to 50 ms after movement onset). (Similar results were obtained using slightly different time intervals and alignment points, e.g., a delay period from 150 to 850 ms after target onset or a visual period from 50 to 150 ms after target onset.) We focused on the delay-period interval. For each neuron and for each epoch, we calculated a limb specificity index
Modulation on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials was measured under Aligned conditions. The modulation was computed as the difference between the mean of the firing rates for targets near the preferred direction (T1-T5) and the mean of the firing rates for targets in null directions (T6-T8). By taking this difference, we isolated the direction-specific effects of planning and executing a reach from differences in baseline firing, caused by, for example, potential postural differences between reaching with the ipsilateral vs. the contralateral limb. Since there are relatively few ipsilateral-limb cells in the PRR [11% in the current study and 16% in Chang et al. (2008) ], we sometimes combined contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb cells together and analyzed them collectively as unilateral-limb cells.
We then fit the responses to each of the five main targets in each of the five starting conditions-a total of 25 values-to a seven-parameter nonlinear model (Chang et al. 2009; Chang and Snyder 2010) . This model combines Gaussian tuning for the direction of the target with gain fields for the initial eye and hand positions Firing rate ϭ amp ϫ exp
(2)
We refer to Eq. 2 as "the full model" in the text. The fit was performed using the nonlinear least squares (nls) function in the R statistics package (www.R-project.org), which determines the nls estimates of the parameters of a nonlinear model using the Gauss-Newton algorithm. The model inputs were firing rates, target eccentricity along the preferred direction (ecc; the perpendicular distance between the lines formed by P1-P3 and T1-T5 in Fig. 1A , measured in degrees of visual angle), target displacement in a direction orthogonal to the preferred direction (T; degrees of visual angle measured along the line connecting T1 to T5), and the displacement of the initial eye (E) and hand target (H) from the center point (P2) in degrees of visual angle. The output parameters were the baseline firing rate (b) and peak amplitude of modulation (amp), both in spikes/s (sp/s); the center of the tuning curve, measured in degrees of visual angle from target T3 (mid); SD (sd) of the Gaussian tuning curve in degrees of visual angle; the amplitudes of the eye position gain field (g Eye ) and the hand position gain field (g Hand ), both in fractional modulation/ degree; and a unitless frame parameter, which captured the frame of reference for a given cell, with frames of 1 and 0 corresponding to P1-P3 show potential positions for starting eye and hand positions. All conditions and targets were fully interleaved. PD, preferred direction. B: the temporal sequence of the behavioral task, aligned on reach target onset (time 0). The gray area represents the delay-period epoch. Start: onset of starting center eye and hand position targets; Target: reach target onset; Go: go signal. C: illustrated model parameters: baseline (b), amplitude (amp), middle of the tuning curve (mid), tuning width (sd), frame, and g Eye and g Hand ; frame reflects the relative shift in the tuning curve with changes in initial eye or hand position, and g Eye and g Hand reflect changes in response amplitude with changes in initial eye and hand position, respectively. D: recording sites from animal G shown on a map of inflated cortex (http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret). Cortical areas are color coded according to Lewis and Van Essen (2000a, b) . Inset shows the dorsal view. Green, parieto-occipital (PO)/V6A (Galletti et al. 1999) ; blue, medial intraparietal area; yellow, dorsal area 5; red, lateral occipitoparietal area. IPS, intraparietal sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; POS, PO sulcus. purely gaze-centered and purely hand-centered cells, respectively. It is worthwhile to note that the terms eye and hand in the present paper are defined with respect to the screen on which we measured eye and hand positions (i.e., fixation and pointing positions on screen coordinates). Therefore, one should be cautious when generalizing the interpretation to three dimensions. Figure 1C illustrates model parameters on a sample tuning curve.
The gaze-centered (Eq. 3), hand-centered (Eq. 4), and head-, body-, or world-centered models (Eq. 5) are each identical to the full model, except for their respective terms
During the fitting procedure, parameters were constrained as follows: from Ϫ5 to 100 sp/s for b, from 0 to 300 sp/s for amp, Ϫ1.5 to 2.5 for frame, Ϫ0.15 to ϩ0.15 (Ϫ15% to ϩ15%) of modulation/degree for g Eye and g Hand , Ϫ45°to 45°for mid, and 15°to 60°for sd. These constraints were based on previously recorded data and by inspection of model fits. The particular features of the main task, including the number of targets and their spacing and eccentricity, were chosen with the help of a series of simulations. We simulated neuronal responses to a wide variety of task designs, using idealized cells whose characteristics (tuning width, response variability, etc.) were based on those of cells that we had recorded from the PRR in previous studies (Calton et al. 2002; Chang et al. 2008; Snyder et al. 1997 ). We used our idealized cells to generate artificial data using different task parameters and then analyzed those data to optimize the task design and to ensure that the fitting procedure was reliable.
Evaluation of model fits. We obtained spatial tuning curves from ϳ450 PRR neurons in two monkeys. We began recording in the main task for those neurons that were well isolated and spatially tuned (259 of all cells). We discontinued data collection prematurely in approximately one-half of these cells due to a change or loss in isolation. This resulted in a total of 125 spatially tuned neurons with three full blocks of alternating contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb blocks. Of the 125 cells, 123 passed our additional offline criterion for maintained isolation across blocks (similar responses within the two contralaterallimb blocks; see Recording procedures above for details). With the use of a much more conservative criterion for isolation (see Recording procedures above), 85 cells were accepted.
Model fits were judged based on how well the model accounted for firing rate. We took both the strength of the Gaussian tuning and the overall variance explained by the model into account. We combined these two factors into a single measure by multiplying variance explained (r 2 ) by the peak modulation of the Gaussian fit (sp/s) to obtain "spike-variance explained" (sp/s) (Chang et al. 2009; Chang and Snyder 2010) . For the present study, we accepted neurons with a comparatively low criterion value of Ն2 sp/s spike-variance explained to increase the number of cells for comparing two different limbs. Out of 125 neurons, 71% (n ϭ 89) and 62% (n ϭ 78) of the recorded cells met this criterion during the delay period on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials, respectively, and 53% (n ϭ 66) met this criterion on both contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials. Acceptance based on different criterion values of spike-variance explained, variance explained alone, or 2 tests of the goodness of fit resulted in similar conclusions.
Location of the PRR. To guide the placement of our recording tracks and localize recording sites, we acquired high-resolution MRIs of monkeys' brains with an MR-lucent "phantom" in the recording chamber, using methods described elsewhere (Calton et al. 2002; Chang et al. 2008; Kalwani et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2010) . Localization was accurate to within 1 mm, as determined by injecting and then visualizing MR-lucent manganese in the brain in several sessions.
The neurons we recorded straddle the boundary between the MIP and V6A (Luppino et al. 2005) in the PPC. The PRR was first localized as a region with a high proportion of neurons with strong visual responses and memory activity for visually presented targets, which is much stronger on impending reach trials than on impending saccade trials ). This region lies on the posterior portion of the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), close to the junction with the parieto-occipital sulcus, and often extends onto the lateral bank (see Fig. 1D ) (Calton et al. 2002; Chang and Snyder 2010; Snyder et al. 1997) . By combining our functional definition of the PRR with published histological tract-tracing data (Galletti et al. 1996; Lewis and Van Essen 2000a, b; Luppino et al. 2005; Matelli et al. 1998) , it can be seen that the PRR primarily overlaps the anterior portion of V6A, the posterior portion of MIP, and a small part of lateral occipitoparietal area/caudal IPS (Fig. 1D ). Whereas the borders of these anatomically defined areas vary somewhat from animal to animal and can vary greatly from study to study (Lewis and Van Essen 2000a, b) , the PRR is well separated from lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and from the portion of the medial bank that lies directly across from LIP. In contrast to LIP, the PRR does not have a histologic or anatomic definition. However, it is worth noting that in neurophysiology studies, LIP is functionally defined, and this functional definition almost certainly does not overlap one to one with anatomical LIP. Therefore, the fact that the PRR is functionally defined rather than anatomically or histologically defined is not a unique circumstance.
To test for anatomical clustering across different limb specificities and reference frames, we used principle component analysis to identify the axis (within three-dimensional space) along which cells were most distributed. We then tested whether distinct cell populations (e.g., gaze-vs. hand-centered cells) were differentially distributed along that axis (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
RESULTS
Limb specificity. A total of 125 isolated units were recorded in the PRR from two animals (monkey G: 77; monkey S: 48 cells) performing delayed reaches with the contralateral and then with the ipsilateral hand (Fig. 1, A and B ). Animals performed the task well, successfully completing 89% and 96% of the initiated trials (monkeys G and S, respectively), with median reach response latencies of 213 Ϯ 42 ms and 261 Ϯ 87 ms (ϮSD), respectively. The performances were comparable for the contralateral limb (93% correct; 226 Ϯ 61 ms median response latency) and the ipsilateral limb (92%; 232 Ϯ 69 ms). A subset of the contralateral-limb gain field and reference frame data was published previously (Chang et al. 2009; Chang and Snyder 2010) ; the ipsilateral-limb data have not been published.
Some PRR neurons represent target location when planning a reach with either limb, whereas others are more active when using just one or the other limb (Chang et al. 2008) . We first replicated this finding in the current study. Figure 2A shows an example cell in the Aligned condition of the reaching task, where the starting eye and hand positions were aligned at the central position. Modulation was strong for reaching with either limb. The peak activity was 35.0 Ϯ 5.8 sp/s (mean Ϯ SE) on contralateral-limb trials and 44.7 Ϯ 7.8 sp/s on ipsilat-eral-limb trials (not significantly different: P ϭ 0.41, Wilcoxon signed rank test). In contrast, the cell in Fig. 2B showed a significant difference in activity between contralateral-and ipsilateral-reach plans (23.6 Ϯ 2.6 vs. 14.1 Ϯ 1.1 sp/s; significantly different: P Ͻ 0.005).
To quantify limb specificity across individual neurons, we computed the limb specificity index, a contrast ratio of the depth of modulation on contralateral-vs. ipsilateral-limb trials during the delay period (see METHODS; Eq. 1). The values range from Ϫ1 to ϩ1, with positive numbers reflecting greater activity prior to contralateral-limb movements. The two example neurons have specificity ratios of Ϫ0.10 [nearly equal modulation (preferred minus null direction responses) and thus relatively limb-nonspecific; Fig. 2A ], and 0.57 (over three times more modulation prior to reaches with the contralateral compared with the ipsilateral limb; Fig. 2B ) and thus strongly limb-specific, respectively. Figure 2C shows the population distribution of the limb specificity index for the delay period for all recorded cells (n ϭ 125). Based on arbitrary criteria (ratios of 2:1 and 1:2 for the response magnitudes of contralateral:ipsilateral), 58 cells (46.4%) were classified as "bilateral-limb cells", 53 cells (42.4%) as "contralateral-limb cells", and only 14 cells (11.2%) as "ipsilateral-limb cells". (We will sometimes refer to contralateral-and ipsilaterallimb cells jointly as "unilateral-limb cells".) We also computed the index during the visual and peri-movement periods. Across the 125 cells, visual, delay, and peri-movement modulations were stronger for contralateral-compared with ipsilateral-limb movements, with median-limb specificities of 0.15, 0.22, and 0.15, respectively. In each epoch, the median was significantly greater than zero [contralaterally biased (P Ͻ 0.005, Wilcoxon signed rank test)]. Thus PRR cells, overall, showed a selectivity toward reach plans using the contralateral limb.
The preferred directions of PRR cells remain more or less unchanged between using the contralateral and ipsilateral hand (Chang et al. 2008) . We replicated this finding in this new dataset, which has no overlap with the cells used in Chang et al. (2008) , by computing each cell's preferred direction using the mid parameter (see METHODS) . Although there are some cells with large differences in the preferred directions, the overall population showed minimal differences [ Fig. 2D ; difference of 25.7 Ϯ 5.5°(median and SE), not significantly different from zero; P ϭ 0.13, Wilcoxon signed rank test], and these preferred directions were significantly correlated across the two limbs ( ϭ 0.49; P Ͻ 0.00005, Spearman's rank correlation). However, this tells us nothing about the frame of reference used during movements of the two different limbs.
Reference frames for contralateral vs. ipsilateral limb: individual neurons. Previously, we reported that reference frames for targets of contralateral-limb movements are idiosyncratic to each cell and range from gaze-centered to hand-centered and also include intermediate representations (Chang and Snyder 2010) . It is unknown, however, whether and how these reference frames might change when the ipsilateral limb is used to reach. Here, we show two example neurons: one that maintained the same reference frame across the two limbs and another that did not. Figure 3 shows the responses of a gaze-centered cell using either the contralateral or ipsilateral limb (the same neuron shown in Fig. 2A ). This cell had a delay-period modulation of 28.04 and 29.72 sp/s on the first and third (contralateral) limb blocks. These values do not differ significantly from one . Cells with at least 2 sp/s spike-variance explained (cells with high variance explained; n ϭ 89; see METHODS) are color coded according to the limb specificity index (see legend). Cells with Ͻ2 sp/s spike-variance explained are shown in gray. Cells with limb specificities Ͼ1 or Ϫ1 (e.g., 1.23) are shown separately in the margins. Arrow shows the median index, which was significantly greater than 0, indicating a contralateral-limb bias (*P Ͻ 0.00001, Wilcoxon signed rank test). D: histogram of absolute preferred direction differences (⌬; in visual angles) for using the contralateral or ipsilateral limb. At the individual cell level, the preferred directions of 27 cells (41%) could be differentiated across the 2 hands (bootstrap test, P Ͻ 0.05; shown as dark bars).
another (P ϭ 0.91, two-tailed t-test), evidence that isolation was maintained when the reaching limb was changed from contralateral (block 1) to ipsilateral (block 2) and back to contralateral (block 3). Consistent with the previous section, preferred direction did not change for the two limbs: with the eyes and hand aligned at the start of the trial, peak delay activity was evoked by the center target (T3) on both contralateral-limb ( Fig. 3A) and ipsilateral-limb (Fig. 3B ) trials. We now show that the frame of reference also did not change. Displacing the starting Eye position to the left or right caused peak delay-period activity to shift to the left or right (Fig. 3, A  and B) when either limb was used. Peak activity remained at or very close to the center target (T3) when the starting position of the reaching hand was displaced to the left or right (Fig. 3,  A and B) , again, regardless of which hand was used. Tuning that shifts with eye position but not hand position is consistent with a gaze-centered representation and inconsistent with hand-, head-, body-, and world-centered representations. This gaze-centered representation did not depend on which limb was moved (limb-nonspecific reference frame), although the activity for this cell was highly specific for reaches compared with saccades (data not shown).
This neuron displayed eye and hand position gain fields on contralateral-limb trials. Responses were greater for Eyes Left compared with Eyes Right (leftward increasing eye position gain, 53.9 Ϯ 3.3 vs. 29.3 Ϯ 4.4 sp/s; P Ͻ 0.001, two sample t-test) and for Hand Right compared with Hand Left (rightward increasing hand position gain 19.1 Ϯ 3.0 and 45.4 Ϯ 5.2; P Ͻ 0.001). Despite the opposite polarity of the eye and hand gain fields, their magnitudes were similar (P ϭ 0.19, two sample t-test). Surprisingly, on ipsilateral-limb trials, there was no hand position gain field and there was a trend toward an eye position gain field (41.61 Ϯ 4.96 vs. 29.82 Ϯ 3.76 sp/s; P ϭ 0.08, two sample t-test).
We fitted the data from the ipsilateral-and the contralaterallimb blocks to a nonlinear model that takes into account both the frame of reference and any eye and hand position gain fields (see METHODS; Eq 2; Fig. 3, C and D) . A parameter of the Fig. 3 . An example bilateral-limb cell [the same cell shown in Fig. 2A (u140) ], which encodes targets relative to the eyes (gaze-centered) on both contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials. A: peri-stimulus time histograms and rasters are color coded across 5 test conditions and 5 target locations (see Fig. 1 ) on contralateral-limb trials. Delay activity is shown with data aligned to the time of target onset (vertical lines). The peak location of the tuning curve fitted to each condition (see C) is indicated by arrows. B: peri-stimulus time histograms and rasters from ipsilateral-limb trials. Same format as in A. C: colorcoded mean firing rates (circles), SE (bars), and fitted tuning curves vs. target locations on contralateral-limb trials are shown in screen-centered coordinates. The peak target positions of each condition's fitted tuning curve are indicated by arrows in A. D: color-coded mean firing rates, SE, and fitted tuning curves vs. target locations on ipsilateral-limb trials. Same format as in C. model ("frame") identifies the location of the origin of each cell's frame of reference. A frame of 1 corresponds to an origin at the visual fixation point and therefore, describes a purely gaze-centered cell, whereas a frame of 0 corresponds to an origin at the starting hand position and therefore, describes a purely hand-centered cell. Fractional frames correspond to origins lying along a line connecting the point of fixation with the starting hand position (a line intersecting P2 and P3 in Fig.  1A) . For example, a frame of 0.5 corresponds to an origin midway between the eye and hand.
The frame computed for the example cell on contralaterallimb trials was 1.06 (significantly different from 0, P Ͻ 0.00001; not significantly different from 1, P ϭ 0.76, bootstrap test), consistent with the use of a gaze-centered frame of reference. The frame on ipsilateral-limb trials was 0.73 (significantly different from 0, P Ͻ 0.00001; not significantly different from 1, P ϭ 0.30), again reflecting the use of a gaze-centered frame of reference. A stepwise regression analysis (F test) revealed that a purely gaze-centered model (frame parameter forced to equal 1; Eq. 3) fit the data just as well as the full model (Eq. 2) on both contralateral-and ipsilaterallimb trials (F test, P Ͼ 0.3 for both). The gaze-centered model captured 93% and 76% of the variance on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials, respectively. A head-, body-, or worldcentered model (no eye and hand position dependency; Eq. 5) did not fit the data as well as the gaze-centered model on either contralateral-or ipsilateral-limb trials [Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for comparing the fits of parametric models with a different number of parameters]. Therefore, this bilateral-limb cell represented target location in a gaze-centered frame, not a hand-centered reference frame, on both contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials, consistent with our hypothesis that cells use similar frames of reference during reaching with one limb or the other. Figure 4 shows data from a cell that was much more active during contralateral-compared with ipsilateral-limb movements (the same neuron shown in Fig. 2B ), whose frame of reference during contralateral reaches was hand-centered. Peak Fig. 4 . An example contralateral-limb cell [the same cell shown in Fig. 2B (u146) ], which encodes targets relative to the hand (hand-centered) only on contralateral-limb trials. A: peri-stimulus time histograms and rasters. B: peri-stimulus time histograms and rasters from ipsilateral-limb trials. Same format as in A. C: color-coded mean firing rates (circles), SE (bars), and fitted tuning curves vs. target locations on contralateral-limb trials. Format as in Fig.  3 . D: color-coded mean firing rates, SE, and fitted tuning curves vs. target locations on ipsilateral-limb trials. Same format as in C.
delay activity under Aligned, Eyes Left, and Eyes Right conditions was evoked by targets T1 and T2, but peak activity shifted to the left and right, respectively, under Hand Left and Hand Right conditions (Fig. 4A) . Tuning that shifts with hand but not eye position is consistent with a hand-centered representation of target position. In contrast, on ipsilateral-limb trials, peak delay activity was evoked by target T4 in the Aligned and Hand Left conditions (Fig. 4B) . (In the Hand Right condition, the peak was not pronounced, due to flattening by the strong hand position gain field.) Peak activity shifted left and right, respectively, when starting eye position was shifted left or right (Eyes Left or Eyes Right). This pattern is consistent with a gazecentered representation.
These frames of reference were confirmed by modeling (Fig.  4, C and D) . On contralateral-limb trials, the frame computed for this cell (Eq. 2) was 0.03, indicating that the referenceframe origin was close to the hand location (significantly different from 1, P Ͻ 0.00001; not significantly different from 0, P ϭ 0.58, bootstrap test). A stepwise regression analysis revealed that a purely hand-centered model (frame parameter set exactly to 0; Eq. 4) fit the data as well as the full model (F test, P ϭ 0.89), capturing 82% of the variance in firing rate, whereas a purely gaze-centered model did significantly worse than the full model (P Ͻ 0.001), capturing only 65% of the variance. A head-, body-, or world-centered model (Eq. 5) also did poorly (BIC). In contrast, on ipsilateral-limb trials, a purely gaze-centered model (Eq. 3) fit the data as well as the full model (P ϭ 0.44), capturing 74% of the variance, whereas a purely hand-centered model (Eq. 4) did significantly worse (P Ͻ 0.001), capturing only 52% of the variance. Therefore, this unilateral-limb cell (much more active on contralateral-limb trials than on ipsilateral-limb trials) represented target location in a hand-centered frame on contralateral-limb trials but in a gazecentered frame on ipsilateral-limb trials. This change in reference frame was not likely due to a change in cell isolation, since there was no significant change in delay-period modulation (preferred minus null direction activity in the Aligned condition) between the first and third (contralateral) limb blocks (8.93 sp/s vs. 12.78 sp/s; P ϭ 0.70, two-tailed t-test).
Systematic relationship between reference frame and limb specificity. We next asked whether there is a systematic relationship between PRR reference frames and limb specificity. In Fig. 5 , we contrast the reference frames of cells that are active when either limb is moved (bilateral-limb cells, 51 cells, 90 observations, blue data points) compared with cells that are primarily active for movements of just one limb (unilaterallimb cells, 42 cells, red data points; one observation/cell). Only data from model fits that met the 2 sp/s spike-variance explained criterion were considered. The bilateral-limb cell distribution is unimodal and heavily biased toward a gaze-centered frame of reference (median frame ϭ 0.77 Ϯ 0.09). The mode is close to gaze-centered (frame ϭ 1), and there are few purely hand-centered cells (frame ϭ 0). In contrast, the distribution for unilateral-limb cells (Fig. 5 ) appears to have two modes (P Ͻ 0.06, Hartigan's dip test). One mode is close to gaze-centered, like that of the bilateral-limb cells, but there is a second mode of hand-centered cells. The median for the unilateral-limb cells is only weakly biased toward a gazecentered reference (0.61 Ϯ 0.15 for all unilateral-limb cells; 0.66 Ϯ 0.17 for contralateral-limb cells; and 0.46 Ϯ 0.3 for ipsilateral-limb cells). The unilateral-and bilateral-limb distributions differ significantly, with more gaze-centered bias in the Fig. 5 . Population relationship between reference frames and limb specificities. Distributions of reference frames (frame parameter of the model; Eq. 2) for bilateral-limb cells (both contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb blocks; n ϭ 51; up to 2 observations/cell) and unilateral-limb cells (contralateral-limb cells-data from contralateral-limb blocks only, n ϭ 37; ipsilateral-limb cells-data from ipsilateral-limb blocks only, n ϭ 7; 1 observation/cell for unilateral-limb cells). Color-coded arrows indicate medians for each cell type. Points above and below the histograms show unbinned data points (only the in-bounds cells are shown on these data points). These individual data points are randomly jittered vertically to show overlapping data points. bilateral-limb distribution (P Ͻ 0.05, one-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
For Fig. 5 , cells were divided into two categories based on whether they were at least two times as active during the planning of movements for one limb vs. the other. We also considered other classifications schemes and consistently found a bimodal distribution of unilateral-limb cells (data not shown). In Fig. 6 , on the other hand, we show reference frame as a continuous function of limb specificity. For this analysis, we exclude out-of-bounds cells (reference frames outside of Ϫ0.15 to 1.15, n ϭ 32; see below), cells with limb specificity index Ͼ1 or Ϫ1 (n ϭ 7), and cells that were strongly ipsilateral-limb specific (limb specificity index Ϫ0.5; n ϭ 3). We find that greater limb specificity is correlated with a more handcentered frame of reference ( ϭ Ϫ0.41, P Ͻ 0.005, Spearman's rank correlation; type II regression slope ϭ Ϫ1.69, P Ͻ 0.005; n ϭ 47). We observed similar results with our more conservative criterion for consistent isolation across task blocks (see METHODS; ϭ Ϫ0.35; P Ͻ 0.05). These results are consistent with the notion that bilateral-limb cells reflect a more sensory representation (gaze-centered and not limb specific), whereas unilateral-limb cells reflect a more motoric representation (hand-centered and limb-specific).
We did not observe evidence for different anatomical clusters with respect to limb specificities and reference frames in the PRR. Consistent with a previous report (Chang et al. 2008) , the distributions of bilateral-and unilateral-limb cells were anatomically indistinguishable (P ϭ 0.74, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; see METHODS). Similarly, there was no significant distinction between the distributions of gaze-centered vs. handcentered cells (P ϭ 0.65) or between gaze-centered, bilaterallimb vs. hand-centered, unilateral-limb cells (P ϭ 0.60).
PRR reference frames depend on which limb will be moved. At the population level, the distributions of reference frame types, quantified by the model parameter frame, were remarkably similar for reaches planned using either the contralateral or ipsilateral limb (Fig. 7, A and B) . We examined all cells (both bilateral-and unilateral-limb cells), whose fit to the full model (Eq. 2) met our criterion of 2 sp/s spike-variance explained (see METHODS) when using one or the other limb.
Slightly more cells met the criterion on contralateral-compared with ipsilateral-limb trials [89 cells (71%) vs. 78 (62%)]. Among the 66 cells that met the criterion for both limbs, 8% more variance was explained, on average, on contralateral (65% explained)-vs. ipsilateral (57% explained)-limb trials. Consistent with our hypothesis that representations would be similar regardless of which hand was reaching, there was no significant difference between the two frame parameter medians [0.70 Ϯ 0.09 (median Ϯ SE) contralateral vs. 0.71 Ϯ 0.11 ipsilateral], their overall distributions (P ϭ 0.87, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the 66 cells that met the criterion with both limbs), or the percentage of gaze-centered (35% vs. 37%), hand-centered (19% vs. 19%), intermediate (17% vs. 18%), and unclassifiable cells (29% vs. 26%).
However, at the individual cell level, a different pattern emerged. For cells that were well fit by the model under both trial types, the model frame parameters on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials were not significantly correlated with one another ( ϭ 0.20; P ϭ 0.11, Spearman's rank correlation; Fig.  7C ). We observed a similar lack of correlation with our more conservative criterion for consistent isolation across task blocks (see METHODS; ϭ 0.22; P ϭ 0.18). When the frame parameters were compared directly across the two trial types, 21% of the cells that fit both trial types showed significant shifts in reference frames (bootstrap test, P Ͻ 0.05). Thus at the population level, the reference frames used during contralateral-and ipsilateral-reach trials were remarkably similar, but at the individual cell level, the representations often differ.
From the population figures (Fig. 7, A and B) , it is apparent that the reference frames of some cells were not gaze-centered, hand-centered, or intermediate between the two. We refer to cells with frames Ͼ1.15 or Ϫ0.15 as "out-of-bounds" cells, after Chang and Snyder (2010) . Model fits for out-of-bounds cells do not explain as much variance as fits for in-bounds cells (mean spike-variance explained of 12.9 sp/s for out-of-bounds vs. 8.49 sp/s for in-bounds; P Ͻ 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Adding noise to in-bounds neurons can cause them to shift to be out-of-bounds neurons (Chang and Snyder 2010) . These two findings suggest that out-of-bounds reference frames may be artifacts that arise when in-bounds cells are corrupted by noise. An alternative possibility is that out-of-bounds cells may encode spatial information in a way that is not well captured by our models (Eqs. 2-5) . In any case, even if the out-ofbounds cells are excluded from Fig. 7C , the remaining 30 cells (Fig. 7C ) still fail to show a significant correlation between the frame of reference used during reaches with each of the two limbs ( ϭ 0.29; P ϭ 0.12, Spearman's rank correlation).
It is possible that including noisy data results in poor or inappropriate fits and that these poor fits account for the apparent changes in reference frame between the two limbs. With poor fits, the parameters that the model settles on may be unreliable and may be strongly influenced by noise rather than the cell's responses. In such a scenario, the cell's reference frame may appear to change when reaching with one limb or the other, simply due to noise. If this were the explanation for why we see different reference frames for the two limbs, then we would expect that large shifts in reference frames would be observed in cells with poor model fits. We found this not to be the case. Figure 7D shows the magnitude of the difference in reference frames for reaches with the two limbs, plotted as a function of the lesser of the two model fits, that is, the lower of Fig. 6 . Limb specificities are correlated with reference frames. Reference frame (frame parameter of the model; Eq. 2) is plotted as a function of the limb specificity. Cells with out-of-bounds reference frames (n ϭ 32; see text), cells with limb specificity Ͼ1 or Ϫ1 (n ϭ 7), and cells that strongly preferred the ipsilateral limb (limb specificity ratio Ϫ0.5; n ϭ 3) were excluded from this analysis. Line through the data points represents type II linear regression. the two variance explained values. All but three of the cells that significantly shifted their frames (79%) had variance explained of 60% or greater (Fig. 7D) , and the two variables are not correlated ( ϭ Ϫ0.20; P ϭ 0.11, Spearman's rank correlation). We found a similar pattern when we looked at the frame differences as a function of spike-variance explained ( ϭ Ϫ0.14; P ϭ 0.26, Spearman's rank correlation; data not shown). At the individual cell level, 43% of cells that significantly shifted frames showed spike-variance explained of 10 sp/s or greater. Therefore, poor fits do not fully account for apparent changes in reference frame between the two limbs.
PRR gain fields depend on which limb will be moved. When animals reach with the contralateral limb, PRR neurons have gain fields for both gaze and hand position. These gain fields have similar magnitudes but opposite signs, resulting in a single compound gain field that is proportional to the distance between ocular fixation and hand position (Chang et al. 2009) . At the population level, the same was true during reaches with the ipsilateral limb. In the current data set, eye-to-hand position gain fields had median ratios of Ϫ0.84 and Ϫ0.94 during contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb reach trials, respectively. These values were not significantly different from the ideal ratio of Ϫ1 (P ϭ 0.15 and 0.6, respectively, bootstrap test; n ϭ 66 cells) and not significantly different from one another (P ϭ 0.5, Wilcoxon sign rank test). However, at the individual cell level, we found clear differences between gain fields during ipsilateral-and contralateral-limb trials. Eye position gain fields on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials were only weakly correlated ( Fig. 8A ; r ϭ 0.40, P Ͻ 0.001, Pearson's correlation; type II regression slope ϭ 0.99, P Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 66), and hand position gain fields were not correlated [across contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials ( Fig. 8B ; r ϭ 0.08, P ϭ 0.54; n ϭ 66)]. We observed similar results with our more conservative criterion for consistent isolation across task blocks (see METHODS; r ϭ 0.08, P ϭ 0.65; n ϭ 40). We also tested eye-hand compound gain fields between the two limbs. For this analysis, we fitted the data to a model where eye and hand position gain field terms are replaced by a single gain field for the signed distance between the eyes and the hand (see g Diff in Chang et al. 2009 ). Compound eye-hand gain fields were also not correlated across the two limbs ( Fig. 8C ; r ϭ 0.16, P ϭ 0.22; n ϭ 60). Thus like PRR reference frames, gain fields in the PRR for ipsilateral and contralateral reaches are grossly similar at the population level but very different at the single-cell level.
DISCUSSION
Neurons in the PRR encode information about the targets for visually guided reaching. We asked whether representations Fig. 7 . Population reference frames and the differences of reference frames in individual neurons. A: the distribution of reference frames (frame parameter of the model; Eq. 2) from the delay period (Eq. 2) on contralateral-limb trials. Cells with at least 2 sp/s of spikevariance explained are shown (n ϭ 89). Bars are color coded based on a stepwise regression (see text and box in B). Vertical lines represent values corresponding to pure hand-centered (frame ϭ 0.0), pure gaze-centered (1.0), and exactly 1/2 between the 2 (0.5). Arrow, median. B: the distribution of frames from the delay period on ipsilateral-limb trials. Cells with at least 2 sp/s of spike-variance explained are shown (n ϭ 78). Same format as in A. C: comparisons of reference frames (frames) across cells that fit both contralateral and ipsilateral limb with the spike-variance explained of at least 2 sp/s (n ϭ 66). Dotted lines show the in-bounds vs. out-of-bounds reference frame boundaries. D: absolute shifts in reference frames (frames) across the 2 limbs as a function of model fits (variance explained). Plotted on the ordinate are poorer model fits between the 2 limbs (i.e., lower variance explained). Filled data points indicate the cells that significantly shifted frames across the 2 limbs by bootstrap test (21% of the cells that fit both trial types). related to visually guided reaching depend on which limb is being used to reach. Previous studies have shown that preferred directions are preserved but that the magnitude of activation varies, in general, and is larger for contralateral-limb movements. We now show that frames of reference and gain fields in the PRR depend on which forelimb (ipsilateral or contralateral) will perform the reach (Figs. 7, C and D, and 8) .
Not only do PRR reference frames depend on which arm moves, but we also found systematic differences in the reference frames between cells that are active for movements of either limb (bilateral-limb cells) and cells that are active for movements of just one limb (unilateral-limb cells). Bilaterallimb cells were strongly biased toward a gaze-centered frame of reference, whereas unilateral-limb cells were either gaze-or hand-centered (Fig. 5) . Bilateral-limb cells that are handcentered with respect to both limbs were extremely rare [e.g., only one bilateral-limb cell (2%) showed a reference frame within Ϯ0.2 from the purely hand-centered reference frame; Fig. 5 ]. Interestingly, bilateral-limb cells that are hand-centered when one limb moved but gaze-centered (reference frame within Ϯ0.2 from the purely gaze-centered frame) when the other limb moved were also rare (3% for one limb; 5% for the other), suggesting a systematic distribution of signals.
These results indicate that bilateral-limb cells reflect a more sensory representation (gaze-centered and not limb-specific) than unilateral-limb cells (hand-centered and limb-specific). The idea that gaze-centered, bilateral-limb cells are more sensory like is true in only a relative sense. These cells do not encode irrelevant stimuli and only weakly encode targets for upcoming saccadic eye movements and therefore, are quite different from true sensory cells (Chang et al. 2008; ). This conclusion is supported further by the fact that the PRR encodes symbolically cued reach goals and anti-reach goals (Gail and Andersen 2006; Hwang and Andersen 2011) . Similarly, the idea that hand-centered, limb-specific cells are more motor like is also only a relative truth. These cells encode movement endpoints, not muscle commands. More generally, many gaze-centered cells are limb-specific, and many limbspecific as well as bilateral cells have so-called intermediate reference frames; that is, they encode targets relative to locations somewhere between the point of fixation and the starting hand position (Duhamel et al. 1997) . Thus the best description of the PRR is that it contains cells with mixtures of sensorylike and motor-like properties.
Not surprisingly, our model fits do not account for all of the variance in firing rate. Factors, which we did not measure, may account for some of this; for example, there might be postural changes in the body, limbs, and paw as the animal reaches for more eccentric, compared with more central, target locations. Another possibility is that modulations are not the idealized functions that we model them as; for example, the gain fields for eye and hand may be sigmoidal rather than linear. However, these issues do not substantially affect our principal findings.
Our data show clearly that PRR neurons behave differently, depending on with which limb the animal intends to reach. This was unexpected. The PPC has been thought to reflect an early stage of the sensorimotor transformation for reaching, especially compared with the PMd and M1 Kalaska et al. 1997) . Although neurons in the PMd and M1 can be active for movements of either limb (Cisek et al. 2003; Kermadi et al. 1998 Kermadi et al. , 2000 , the amount of activity in any given cell depends strongly on which limb will move (Cisek et al. 2003; Donchin et al. 1998; Tanji 2000, 2002; Kermadi et al. 1998) . This is consistent with a more motor-like organization. Based on the anatomical location of the PRR (lying between extrastriate visual and somatosensory cortices), its connectivity (Galletti et al. 1999; Gamberini et al. 2009; Fig. 8 . Eye position gain fields, but not hand position gain fields, are correlated across using the contralateral and ipsilateral hand. A: eye position gain field magnitudes (%/deg) on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials (n ϭ 66). Line through the data points represents type II linear regression. B: hand position gain field magnitudes (%/deg) on contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb trials (n ϭ 66). C: compound (eye-hand) gain field magnitudes (%/deg) on contralateraland ipsialteral-limb trials (n ϭ 60). Lewis and Van Essen 2000a, b; Luppino et al. 2005) , and early reports of having a gaze-centered frame of reference (Batista et al. 1999; Buneo et al. 2002; Cohen and Andersen 2000) , we expected that activity in the PRR would be more sensory like and would represent targets in ways that were relatively independent of the intended motor response. Instead, reference frames and gain fields depended on which limb was to be moved. This dependence suggests that the sensorimotor computations are limb-specific in the PRR.
Why should the representations of reach endpoints within individual cells differ, depending on which arm the animal plans on moving? The observation that a particular region carries a signal that is correlated with a particular behavioral output is generally taken as strong evidence that the region is involved in generating that behavior. This common, and potentially misleading, assumption suggests that the PRR has a causal role in both contralateral-and ipsilateral-limb movements. However, neural activations in and around the PRR in both humans and monkeys show a significant bias toward representing targets and somatosensation for the contralateral limb (Astafiev et al. 2003; Battaglini et al. 2002; Breveglieri et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2008; Connolly et al. 2003; Desmurget et al. 1999; Kermadi et al. 2000; Medendorp et al. 2003 Rice et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, in humans, it has been proposed that the medial IPS and the angular gyrus specify a reach vector relative to the contralateral hand (Vesia et al. 2008 (Vesia et al. , 2010 . Thus in both humans and monkeys, there is evidence for a contralaterally biased bilateral organization for reaching. In addition, under particular circumstances, delay-period activity in the PRR is correlated with contralateral-but not ipsilateralreach reaction times (Chang et al. 2008; Snyder et al. 2006) . Notably, in the current study, we find relatively few ipsilateralspecific, unilateral-limb neurons: the vast majority of unilaterallimb neurons was specific to representing target location for the contralateral limb. These findings support the possibility that the PRR controls only movements of the contralateral limb. If, in fact, the PRR is involved in controlling both limbs, then the information from each cell must be interpreted differently, depending on which limb will move. Such a conditional readout scheme is perfectly plausible when a single limb is being moved. However, often, there are plans to move both limbs to either the same or different targets. Under such circumstances, it is problematic to envision a readout of the PRR activity that is conditional on which hand will move.
If the PRR is concerned primarily with the contralateral limb, why are many cells active prior to an ipsilateral-limb movement? One possibility is that the decision to reach for a target (rather than to ignore it, merely attend to it, or look at it) is instantiated by spatial information regarding that target being routed to the PRR. A second decision, regarding which limb to use, may be instantiated by whether the bilateral-limb cell signals are propagated to the unilateral-limb cells. Thus the bilateral-limb cells would be activated on every trial, regardless of which limb was ultimately used for the reach. The unilateral-limb cells would then drive limb-specific cells in distal areas, such as the PMd Tanji 2000, 2002) . The idea that unilateral-limb cells may be closer to the motor output than bilateral-limb cells is supported by the finding that unilateral-limb cells are more likely to use a hand-centered reference frame than bilateral-limb cells (Figs. 5 and 6) .
Another alternative is that bilateral-and unilateral-limb cells reflect parallel channels of information flow. Parallel information flow is supported by the fact that visual transient activity occurs simultaneously in the two cell types, not serially (Chang et al. 2008 ) (also true in the current data set, although the data are not shown). What might the purpose of such parallel channels be? Bilateral-limb cells might provide gaze-centered information for downstream computations, whereas unilaterallimb cells might provide hand-centered information. Alternatively, if the PRR is involved in bimanual coordination, then bilateral-limb cells, along with the few unilateral-limb cells that are tuned to the ipsilateral limb, could provide information about what the other limb is doing to facilitate coordination between the two limbs (Dean et al. 2011) . Accumulating evidence from multiple visuomotor areas suggests that the neural mechanisms for bimanual coordination may be distinct from the neural mechanisms of controlling a single limb (Donchin et al. 1998; Kermadi et al. 2000; Tanji et al. 1988 ), although it remains unclear whether there are distinct anatomical clusters for coordinated limb movements in the PRR.
A third possibility is that when animals are instructed to prepare a movement with just one arm, they form "contingency" plans to make the movement with the other arm. These contingency plans might be weaker than the instructed plans. As a result, activity in bilateral-limb cells would generally be greater prior to movements of the contralateral limb, when the PRR actually codes the movement, and would be weaker prior to movements of the ipsilateral limb, when the PRR encodes only a contingency plan. However, since this explanation posits that in every case, a contralateral-limb arm movement is being encoded, it would predict identical reference frames and gain field modulations regardless of whether an ipsilateral-or contralateral-limb movement is instructed. We therefore prefer one of the two previous explanations.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that our previous arguments notwithstanding, the PRR may in fact be involved in controlling both limbs. The strongest argument in favor of this possibility is that the overall distribution of reference frames is strikingly conserved when switching limbs (Fig. 7, A vs. B) . This conservation at the population level over contralateraland ipsilateral-limb movements suggests that similar spatial information is being coded under both circumstances. Perhaps the readout of that information is configured in such a way that the reference frame of the individual neurons does not matter, and all that matters is the overall distribution of those frames.
To summarize our findings, we found that individual PRR neurons encode reaches differently, depending on which limb will move. At the population level, the distribution of reference frames across cells is also conserved (Fig. 7, A vs. B) . However, at the single cell level, cells that are active when either limb moves tend to be gaze-centered, whereas most handcentered cells are active for only one limb ( Figs. 5 and 6 ). Furthermore, the reference frame and gain field of individual cells clearly depend on which limb moves ( Figs. 7C and 8) , although the preferred directions are conserved (Fig. 2D ).
